October 22, 1973
The Ronorable David L. Bazelon
Chief Judge, United States
Court of Appeals
Washington, D.C.

Dear Chief Judge Bazelon:
As Special Watergate Prosecutor and representative o[ the
grand jury, I caused a subpoena to issue from the United States
Distr~.ct Court for the District of Columbia directing Richard
M. Nixon, President of the United States, to produce before the
grand jury (I) the recordings of nine specific conversations
and (2) all other papers and memoranda related to those converrations. After briefs and argument an order issued from the
District Court requiring production of both tapes and documents
for in camera inspection. The respondent sought review of the
order by mandamus, naming Chief Judge Sirica and me as defendants.
This Court, although it suggestedsome modifications increasing
the availability of the tapes to the Special Prosecutor and the
grand jury, denied the petition and essentially affirmed the
District Court’s ruling.
Last Friday, Octo[er 19, I was dismissed by she Acting
A~t~rne~ ~e;~ral b~cau~ i ~cli,ed ~o ac.cept instructions no~
to take steps to enforce the above decrees and not to use judicials process to obtain other evidence of’ Presidential conversations required by a grand jury.
The dismissal clearly terminates any authority I may have
had under the Attorney General. I am anxious not to involve
your court or any other in avoidable controversy; and such proceedings as may be required ought not to be Colored ~y my involvement or personal concerns.
At the same time I am genuinely doubtful concerning my
professional duty. The grand jury unanimously voted that I
should seek to have the subpoena enforced, and the grand jury
Is~ o~ course, wholly independent o£ the Executive Branch.
Both this Court and the District Court explicitly recognized
that I appeared on behalf of the grand jury as well as~an
officer in the Executive Branch. In addition, as an attorney
] am an officer of the Court. It seems quite possible that
my dismissal does not terminate my duties to the Court in
these capacities; and although I am reluctant to intrude
myself; I wish not to shrink from any obligations.
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I write thls letter, therefore, to ask guidance from’the Court.
Should the Court indicate that it so desires, I shall be glad to
make a full report on the immediate is’sues concerning the subpoena
and the effect of recent events upon the progress of the grand jury
investigations. In the absence of such a suggestion, I shall take
no further legal action, nor any action with respect to the grand
jury. (I can be reached through the offices of the Watergate Special Prosecution Force -- 393-2300 -- or at my ho~e -- 790-0172.)
I have no objection to this letter being made a matter of public record, but, since my only desire is to aid and support the judicial process, I shall neither publish it nor submit it to counsel.

Sincerely,

ARCHIBALD COX
cc:

The Honorable John J. Sirica

l iversit of Pittsburgh
SCHOOL OF LAW

March 29, 1994

Professor James Vorenberg
Harvard Law School
Cambridge, MA 02138

Dear Jim,
As we discussed, I went back though the transcript of our
conversations to determine which Watergate notes we had covered
in any detail in our previous talks. This is what I have
discovered:
You discussed at length the June 6th meeting with
Garment, Buzzhart and Wright.
You listed dates of various other meetings and events,
without elaborating whether you had more detailed
notes. These include: May 29th meeting with Silbert
and his group about leaks; May 29th meeting with Elliot
Richardson and Jay T. Smith; May 30th interview with
Morvillo.
You mentioned that you had detailed notes involving the
meeting with Jim Flug, but we did not go over these.
You mentioned the meeting with Sam Dash and Senator
Ervin, but you did not state whether you had notes.
You mentioned several meetings with Elliot Richardson,
but did not mention whether you had notes.
You discussed at length the early meeting with Henry
Peterson, but the transcript is not clear whether you
also had notes.
In a nutshell, as far as I can tell from the transcript of
our previous conversation, the only notes that you discussed in
detail related to the June 6th meeting with Garment, Buzzhart,
and Wright.
If it is possible to check to see what else you might have,
this would be enormously appreciated. I am particularly
interested in any meetings involving yourself, Archie, and/or

PITTSBURGH, PA 15260

Professor Vorenberg
March 29, 1994
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Phil. I am also very interested in any meetings with the
President’s lawyers, or with Elliot Richardson. Frankly, I am
interested in going through anv other notes that you may have,
even if they record rather mundane meetings during Watergate,
since they might open the door to other events, or at least give
me dates for events I already knew about.
I will wait to here from you, after you have had a chance to
see what gems (or lack thereof) are hiding in your notes. I
would be happy to simply set up some time on the phone when you
can go through the notes without any grand preparation, and
simply "translate" them for me on tape. I could then use the
transcript as a repository background information. Also, it
would be nice to have that sort of translation on tape for
posterity, so that we can add it to Archies’ papers in the Law
School’s Archives. I have discovered that so few people have any
notes concerning Watergate, that I really do believe these are
historically valuable. It would be a shame to let them get swept
into a pile without translating them and preserving them for the
future.
In any event, whatever help you can give me on this front
would be greatly appreciated. And whatever time-table is best
for you is fine with me.
I will wait to hear from you, whenever
it is convenient.
Warm regards,

Ken Gormley
Visiting Professor of Law
KG/nmh

HARVARD LAW SCHOOL
CAMBRIDGE ¯ MASSACHUSETTS ¯

02138

May 3, 1994

Professor Ken Gormley
University of Pittsburgh
School of Law
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
Dear Ken:
I am enclosing copies of some papers from my notebook
which I think may be helpful.
If you want to discuss any of
these give me a call.
SinCerely,

J!a~e s Vorenberg
Professor of Law

WATEROATE SPECIA L PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF. JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

: Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor

FROM

James Vorenbergn2i
: Specia! Assista ~/

DATE

Sept 27, .1973

SUBJECT:

Perhaps the most important part of the record of the
Specia! Prosecutor’s office to be included in one or more
reports wil! be the basis on which you decided how to use
your discretion as a prosecutor in particular cases. Harry
Bratt and I, with Hank’s help, are trying to set up procedures
that will make available a record of what went on within the
,Narious task forces. But, however those procedures develop,
!~t is crucial that all significant prosecutorial decisions
19ou make with respect to individual cases be reflected in
!~ written record. In particular, I have in mind the followin~~
types of decisions -- whether the decision is affirmative
or negative:
1.

Whether to seek an indictment.

2.

Whether to agree to a plea to specific charges.

o

4.

Whether to recommend a particular sentence and,
if so, what.
Whether to accept a nolo plea.
The ordering of seriousness of charges
for a group of related defendants.

6.

Recommendations on bail.

7.

Whether to institute or discontinue an investigation.

I suggest that you establish a firm operating procedure
that you will not make any such decision without a written
memorandum setting forth the staff’s recommendation, and that
after the decision is made the staff person in charge shall
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if different from the original recommendations, the basis
for it. A copy of both these memoranda should go to Harry
Bratt. I realize that proceeding on written memoranda is
consistent with your own general practice and preference,
but I have the sense that in some instances you have not
insisted on an advance memorandum, and quite often there
have not been follow-up memoranda.
One other category of decision worries me: that
growing out of discussions between you and the Attorney Genera~
on jurisdictional matters. This is surely one of the areas
where you (and he) may be challenged as to what you did and .......
why.

All of these decisions should be documented, and in
some cases you will be the only one who can do it.
At a fairly early stage Harry and I will try to go
back and fill in gaps, but at the moment it is probably
better to try to develop procedures for use on a continuing
basis.

cc:

Mr. Rut~

Mr. Bratt

Proposal submithed to White House
by Archibald Cox September 20, ]973

I. TAPES
A.

S_tep One
i. The President or a delegate of senior rank (see

pare. 5) may "omit" any continuous portion of substantia!
duration which is clearly and in its entirety unrelated to
any matter within the jurisdiction of the Special Prosecutor
as defined in the Appendix. (It is understood that short
interruptions or diversions, interpolations, exclamations,
brief co.~ments upon personalities or other irrelevant
subjects, etc., are among t_he matters not to be omitted
at Step One but that they ~ill be considered at Step T~¢o.)
2. Any portion omitted is to be described in writing
to t_he Special Prosecutor in terms of -(a)

subject matter,~,

(b)

participants, and

(c)

duration ~

"

~

There must be an assurance in the description that the
omitted portion does not include incidental or parenthetical
remarks or brief comments that relate to any matter within
the jurisdiction of the Special Prosecutor.
3.¯

The transitional sentences introducing the

separable, unrelated portions and returning to subjects
within the jurisdiction of the Special Prosecutor will be
included in the portions furnished to the Special Prosecutor
as provided in paragraph 6.
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4. The President or a delegate of senior rank
(e.g., Messrs. Haig, Laird, or Buzhardt) will apply the
above guidelines.
5. The President will appoint Honorable J. Lee Rankin
[or some other mutually acceptable person] as special
consultant upon the handling of Presidential recordings
~nd papers sought by the prosecutors in the criminal
investigation or prosecution. ~Lr. Rankin will not
participate in applying the above guidelines, but thereafter will listen independently to each tape covering a
requested conversation and determine whether in his
independent judgment the gudelines have been accurately
applied. If ~. Rankin finds that in his judgment there
has been a departure from the guidelines, he will so advise
the President, who will make the necessary amen~Lment. ~’~qnen
~,[r. Rankin determines that the guidelines have been
accurately applied, he will so certify to the President
and the Special Prosecutor.
6. The Special Prosecutor will be furnished an
exact re-recording and a typed transcript of the remaining
portions of the tapes.
B.

_Step -~o
i. The Special Prosecutor and ~,ir. Buzhardt will
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review the portions furnished and endeavor to agree upon -(a)~ the excision of any portion which cannot
properly be found "clearly and in its entirety unrelated
to any matter within the jurisdiction of the Special
Prosecutor" but which is not actually material to a matter
before the grand jury;
(b) the excision of additional ~vords, phrases, or
sentences normal in infor~na! conversations which might be
unnecessarily embarrassing or prejudicial where paraphrase
is practicable without impairing the opportunity to interpret
or understand the meaning and/or nuances of the transcriph
and recording.
2. If the Special Prosecutor and Mr. Buzhardt cannot
agree on the excision or paraphrase of any matter, they
may seek the assistance of Mr. Ra~in but if, even after
~giving weight to his recommendation, agreement cannot be
reached, the matter will not be excised. It is further
understood that questions of ~r~’.nateriality may re,fire
reconsideration from time to time during the progress of
an investigation.
3. Portions produced before the grand jury.will be
treated as other evidence before the grand jury. The grand
jury will again be expressly admonished that a breach of
secrecy is a criminal offense.

4. Portions sho~m to the Special Prosecutor but not
sub~itted to the grand jury will be held in complete
confidence both now and in the future, unless otherwise
required by a final order of a court of competent jurisdiction after allowance of opportunity for counsel.to the
President to assert executive privilege. (This paragraph
and paragraph II 4 do not apply to the availability of
evidence for submission by t_he Special Prosecutor upon
trial of an indictment).
5. The Specia! Prosecutor will request only tapes of
particular identifiable conversations, listing the date,
times, and individuals involved with as much precision as
possible.
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~LE~,IO~ANDA AND OTHER PAPERS

i. The Special Prosecutor will not request papers
which he has no reason to consider potentially relevant to
actua! or prospective proceedings before a grand jury. He
will request only specifically identified papers, definable
categories of papers (e.g., papers pertaining to "ITT"),
or describable files (e.g., "Political Matters Memoranda"
of H.R. Haldeman).
2. The P~esident will not assert a privilege to
withhold papers or parts of papers from inspection by the
Special Prosecutor, but in unusua! cases may urge the
Special Prosecutor not to press a request because of some
extraordinary public interest in restricting the information
(e.g., military or foreign intelligence secrets); in the
latter instances an effort will be made to give the Special
Prosecutor a genera! idea of the subject of the paper and
its bearing or lack of bearing upon matters within his
jurisdiction.
3. Upon the request of Mr. Buzhardt, the Special
Prosecutor himself will review any papers with ~. Buzhardt
with a view to withdrawing his request for any paper or
a part of any paper which, upon inspection, he agrees is
irrelevant to matters within his jurisdiction or the
materiality and importance of which he agrees is outweighed
by the Executive’s interest in confidentiality.

- 6 4. The Special Prosecutor will not disclose the
contents of any papers and portions of papers which the
Special Prosecutor and Mr. Buzhardt agree under paragraph
(B) (3) are to be held confidential, unless otherwise
required by final order of a court of competent jurisdiction
after allowance of an opportunity for counsel to the
President to assert executive privilege.
5. Papers turned over to the Special Prosecutor
will be held in the same status as evidence before a grand
jury.

~

III. SCOPE
These principles shall apply to all recordings, papers,
and other tangible evidence as to which Presidential
privilege has been or might be claimed.
Because the above procedures are not entirely
appropriate to evidence to be used at the trial of an indictment, they can apply only to the grand jury phase. It is
agreed, however, that an °_~o_~
== ~ must be made to work out
acceptable adaptations.

Proposal Submitted by Attorney General
October 17, 1973

ELR 4
10/17/73
A PROPOSAL

The Objective
The objective of this proposal is to provide a means
of furnishing to the Court and the Grand Jury a complete
and acc~urate record of the content of the tapes subpoenaed
by the Special Prosecutor insofar as the conversations
recorded in those tapes in any %~ay relate to the Watergate
break-in and the coverup of the break-in, to Rnowledge thereof
on the part of anyone, and to perjury or the subornation of
perjury with regard thereto.

The Means

’’

The President would select an individual (the verifier)
whose wide experience, strong character, and established.
reputation for veracity would provide a firm basis.for the
confidence that he would put above any other consideration
his responsibility for the completeness and accuracy of the
record.

Procedure

The subpoenaed tapes would be made available to the
verifier for as long as he considered necessary. He would

also be provided with a preliminary recordconsisting of a
-I-
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verbatim transcript of the tapes except (a) that it would
omit continuous portions of substantial duration ~hich
clearly and in their entirety %~ere not pertinant and (b)
that it would be in the third person. Omissions would be
indicated by a bracketed reference to their subject matter.
With the preliminary record in hand, the verifier would
listen to the entire tapes, replay portions thereof as often
as necessary, and, as he saw fit, make additions to the
preliminary record. The verifier would be empo%¢ered to
~paraphrase language whose use in its origina! form ~ould in
his judgment be embarrassing to the President and to paraphrase
or omit references to national defense or foreign relations
matters whose disclosure he believed would do real harm.
The verifier would take pains in any case where paraphrased
language %~as used to make sure that the paraphrase did not
alter the sense or emphasis of the recorded conversation. ~here,~
despite repeated replaying and adjustments of volume, the
verifier could not understand the recording, he would so
indicate.
Having by this process converted the preliminary record
into his own verified record, the verifier would attach to it
a certificate attesting to its completeness and accuracy and
~to his faithful observance of the procedure set forth above.

Court Approval
Court approval of the proposed procedure would be

sought at t~o stages: (a) ingeneral terms when or soon
after the verifier began his task, but without identifying
him by name, and (b).%¢hen the verified record %~as delivered
to the Court with the verifier’s certificate. At the second
stage, the Special Prosecutor and counsel for the President

¯

’ d record
would join in urging the court to accept the verlfle
as a full and accurate record of all pertinent portions of
the tapes for all purposes for which access to those tapes
might thereafter be sought by or on behalf of any person
having standing to obtain such access.

Assurance Against Tamperin~

’

Submission of the verified record to the Court %~ould be
accompanied by such affidavits with respect to the care and
custody of the tapes as would help to ~ that the tapes
listened to by the verifier had not at any time been altered

or abbreviated.

Comments on Attorney General’s
Proposal by Archibald Cox
October 18, 1973

Comments on "A Proposal"

The essential idea of establishing impartial but nonjudicial means for providing the Special Prosecutor
and grand jury with an accurate record of the content
of the tapes without his participation is not
unacceptable. A courtroom "victory" has no value
se.
There should be no avoidable confrontation
h--~he President, and I have not the slightest desire
to embarass him. Consequently, I am glad to sit down
with anyone in order to work out a solution along this
line if we can.

~

I set forth below brief notes on a number of points
that strike me as highly important.
I. The public cannot be fairly asked to confide
so difficult and responsible a task to any one man
operating in secrecy, consulting only with t--~ White
House. Nor should we be put in the position of accepting any choice made unilaterally.
2. Your idea of tying a solution into court
machinery is a good one. I would carry it farther so
that any persons entrusted with this responsibility
were name~ "Special Masters" at the beginning. This
would involve publicity but I do not see how the necessary
public confidence can be achieved without open announcement of any agreement and of the names of the Special
Masters.
3. The stated objective of the proposal is too
narrow. It should include providing evidence that in
any way relates to other possible criminal activity under
the jurisdiction of this office.
4. I do not understand the implications of saying
that the "verbatim transcript . . . would be in the third
person." I do assume that the names of all speakers, of
all persons addressed by nam~ or tone, and of all persons
mentioned would be included.-5. The three standards for omission probably have
acceptable objectives, but they must be defined more
narrowly and with greater particularity.

-26. A "transcript" prepared in the manner projected
might be enough for investigation by the Special Prosecutor
and grand jury. If we accept such a "transcript’’we would
try to get it accepted by the courts (as you suggest).
There must also be assurance, however, that if indictments
are returned, if evidence concerning any of the nine
conversations would, in our judgment, be important at the
trial, and if the court will not accept our "transcript"
then the evidence will be furnished to the prosecution
in whatever form the trial court rules is necessary for
admissibility (including as much of the original tape
as the court requires). Similarly, if the court rules
that a tape or any portion must be furnished a defendant
or the case will be dismissed, then the tape must be
supplied.
7. I am glad to see some provision for verifying the
integrity of the tapes even though I reject all suggestions
of tampering. Should we not go further to dispel cynicism
and make provision for skilled electronic assistance in
verifying the integrity of the tapes and to render intelligible, if at all possible, portions that appear inaudible
or garbled?
8. We ought to have a chance to brief the Special
Masters on our investigations, etc., so as to give them an
adequate background. The Special Masters should be
encouraged to ask the Prosecutor for any relevant information.
What about a request for reconsideration in the case of
an evident mistake?
9. The narrow scope of the proposal is a grave defect,
because it would not serve the function of a court decision
in establishing the Special Prosecutor’s entitlement to
other evidence. We have long pending requests for many
specific documents. The proposal also leaves half a law-suit
Some method of
hanging (i.e., the subpoenaed papers).
resolving these problems is required.

i0. I am puzzled about the practical and political
links between (a) our agreeing upon a proposal and (b) the
demands of the Ervin Committee.
ii. The Watergate Special Prosecution Force was established
because of a widely felt need to create an independent office
that would objectively and forthrightly pursue the prima
facie showing of criminality by high Government officials.
You appointed me, and I pledged that I would not be turned
aside. Any solution I can accept must be such as to command
conviction that I am adhering to that pledge.
A,Co

October 18, 1973

Letter from Charles Alan Wright
October 18, 1973

THE WHITE HOUSE
WAS H I N GTO N

October 18, 1973
Dear Mr. Cox:
This will confirm our telephone conversation of a few minutes ago.

The fundamental purpose of the very reasonable proposal that the
Attorney General put to you, at the instance of the President, was
to provide a mechanism by which the President could voluntarily
make available to you, in a form the integrity of which could not
be challenged, the information that you have represented you
needed to proceed with the grand jury in connection with nine
specified meetings and telephone calls. This would have also
put to rest any possible thought that the President might himself
have been involved in the Waterga~e break-in or cover-up. The
President was willing to permit this unprecedented intrusion into
the confidentiality of his office in order that fl~e country mighI: be
spared the anguish of further months of litigation and indecision
about private Presidential papers and m.eetings.
We continue to believe that the proposal as put to you by the
Attorney General is a reasonable one and that its acceptance
in full would serve the national interest. Some of your com~nents go to ~z~atters of detail that we could talk about, but
your comments 1, 2, 5 and 9, in particular, dhpart so far
from that proposal and the purpose for which it was made that
we could not accede to them in any form.
If you think that there is any purpose in our talking further, my
associates and I stand ready to do so. If not, we will have to
follow the course of action that we think in the best interest of
the country. I will call you at 10:00 a.m. to ascertain your views.
Sin c e r ely,

Charles Alan Wright
¯ The Honorable Archibald Cox
Watergate Special Prosecution Task Force

Letter to Charles Alan Wright
October 19, 1973

United States Department of Justice
1425 K Street. N.\V.
Washington, D.C. 20005

October 19, 1973

Charles Alan ~right, Esquire
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Charlie:
Thank you for your letter confirming our telephone
conversation last evening.
Your second paragraph referring to my comments l, 2, 6,
and 9 requires a little fleshing out although the meaning
~is clear in the light of our telephone conversation. You
stated that there was no use in continuing conversations
in an effort to reach a reasonable out-of-court accommodation unless I would agree categorically to four points.
Point One was that the tapes must be submitted to only one
man operating in secrecy, and the President has already
selected the only person in the country who would be
acceptable to him.
Point two %{as that the person named to provide an edited
transcript of the tapes could not be named Special Master
under a court order.
Point three was that no portion of the tapes would be
provided under any circumstances. This means that even if
’t
the edited transcript contained evidence of crimlnall
y
important in convicting wrong-doers and even if the court
were to rule that only the relevant portion of the original
tapes would be admitted in evidence, still the portion
would be withheld. It is also clear that, under your
Point 3, the tapes would be withheld even if it meant
dismissal of prosecutions against former Government officials
who have betrayed the public trust.
Point four was that I must categorically agree not to
subpoena any other ~ite House tape, paper, or document.
This would mean that my ability to secure evidence bearing
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upon criminal wrongdoing by high White House officials
would be left to the discretion of ~ite House counsel.
Judging from the difficulties we have had in the past
receiving documents, memoranda, and other papers, we
would have little hope of getting evidence in the future.
These points should be borne in mind in considering
whether the proposal put before me is "very reasonable."
I have a strong desire to avoid any form of confrontation,
but I could not conscientiously agree to your stipulations
without unfaithfulness to the pledges which I gave the
Senate prior to my appointment. It is enough to point out
that the fourth stipulation would require me to forego
further legal challenge to claims of executive privilege.
I categorically assured the Senate Judiciary Committee
that I would challenge such claims so far as the law
permitted. The Attorney General was confirmed on the
strength of that assurance. I cannot break my promise
now.
Sincerely,.

ARCHIBALD COX
Special Prosecutor

Letter from Charles Alan Wright
October 19, 1973

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

October 19, 1973

Dear Archie:
This is in response to your letter of this date. It is my conclusion
from that letter that further discussions between us seeking to
resolve this matter by compromise would be futile, and that we will
be forced to take the actio]~s that the President deems appropriate
in these circumstances. I do wish to clear up t~vo points, however.
On what is referred to in your letter today as point three, that no
portion of the tapes would be provided under any circumstances,
the proposal of the Attorney General ~vas simply silent. Tha~
would have been an issue for future negotiation when and if the
occasion arose. Your corrm~ents of the 18th, however, would have
required an advance con~-rnitment from us that ~ve cannot make on
an issue that we think would never arise.

In whafl you list as point four you describe my position as being that
you "must categorically agree not to subpoena any other White House
tape, paper, or doc~mnen~." When I indicated that the ninth of your
comments of the 18~h was unacceptable, I had in mind only what I
referred to in my letler as "private Presidential papers and meetings,"
a category that I regard as much, much smaller than the great mass
of White House documents with which the President has not personally
been involved.
I note these points only in the interest of historical accuracy, in the
unhappy event tha~ our correspondence should see the light of
day. As I read your comments of the 18th and your le~er of the 19th,
~he differences between us remain so great that no purpose would be

-2served by further discussion of what I continue to think was a "very
reasonable" -- indeed an unprecedently generous -- proposal that
the Attorney General put to you in an effort, in the national interest,
to resolve our disputes by mutual agreement at a time when the
country ~vould be particularly well served by such agreement.
Sincerely,

Charles Alan Wright

The Honorable Archibald Cox
Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special. Prosecution Force
1425 K Street, N. W.
Washington, D. G. 20005

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

All Staff
DATE: October 12, 1974
Watergate Special Prosecution Force

FROM

Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor

SUBJECT:

You will be hearing that on this morning,
I handed to the Attorney General my letter of
resignation, effective October 25, 1974.
Important work remains to be done, and I
am confident that it will continue without
~nterruption.
There was nothing in particular that
induced my resignation at this time, other than
the recognition that my own efforts were not
needed for the pursuit of the remaining matters
amd ~%e realization that further disassociation
from my Texas interests would not be justified.
For ~he loyalty and cooperation that has
been acco~ed me by members of the staff, I am
most graters!. I am confident that you will
continue to serve my successor in like manner.

1425 K St~,.::t’,, N.~,V.

October 12, 19 "74

Honorable William B. Saxbe
The Attorney General
U. S. bepa’rtmcnt of_ Justice
Washing[on, D, C.

\q:’~t:h the prosccution of Unites States v,
of Assoc.,.~<te Special Prosecutor James F. Nea]. and
his Assistants, the Watergate Special Prosecution
Force is beginning to address itself to the completion
of rema£r,~ing investigations and to such prosecutions
a.s are st.£].], to be conducted. 3.:he bt~lk of the wozk
ent:cu.stcqk to the care of this office h:.~ring been
disch.arged, Z am confident that such of our responsibilities as remain unfulfilled can well be completed
under %l}e !eadersl~ip of another S~0ecial Prosecutor.
A part of the unfinished matters relates to the area
of "milk fund" investigations, and as to these,
filed a letter of recusal shortly after becoming
Special Prosecutor. Accordingly, after serving since
November 5 of last year in this office, I tender my
resignation effective October 25, 1974.
By separate letter, I am forwarding to you an
interim report gi.vin,~ a res~r,:~.e of the work of this
office to date. In that letter, I am also submitting
some additional observations relative to the work of
the Special Prosecution Foro::,
When you testified at your nomination hearings,
you made it clear that you did not intend to interfere
with the operation of my office and that you would
permit me to act independently and without hindrance.
You abided by this ass’o.rance and i exp’ress to you my
appreciation for having permitted me to proceed with
my responsibi.].ities as I s-aw them.
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I would appreciate receiving from you a
co~m,.unicakion aocepting this resig:-:ation effective
on the date indicated.

Sincerely yours,

LEON 0A] O: .... ~,.I
Special Prosecutor

October 12,. 1974

I{op~ora]~le Williara B. Saxbe
The Attorney, General
U. S. Depar-tment of Justice
Washington, D. Co
Dear l.lr. Saxbe:
Along with my letter of resignatior~, ]: beg
to hand you here<.:ith a copy of our [Latest. J.nterim
report which reflects the p?:]r:cipal &ctiv:kties of
the Special Prosecukor’s office to date.
Two of the results achieved relate to tJ~e
m<u~..dat:c.~ directed to this offic:~ to inw~:stigate
allegations in’,,:,ol",,;i~.~g "the Pre~iiden",. ~oth are
witho,,it precedent.
One is the extensive grand jury report on the
involvemervt of Richard M. Nixon i~). Watergatc. coverup activities, prepared for the g?:and jury by this
.office and sent to ’.N~e House Judiciary Conm~ittee
last 1~larch, after successful, litigation through the
"trial and appe!late courts. While the grand jury
report, which presented the chain of evidence in
detail, has not been published, I am informed that
it served as a major guide for the staff and members
of the Committee i?~. the deve.lopment of the presentation leading to the Articles of Impeachment.
The second involved the successful !j_tigation
of a tria! subpoena for tape recorded evidence in
IJ]e hands of the President of the United States. The
Supreme Cou~.-t’s unani~..<ous decision, su;_.-.,porting the
subpoena of the Special Prosecutor co:~.4t.eiled the
former Presid.ent to release, among others, the tare
recordin.g of Jt~le 23, 1973, which served as a forerunner to his resignation.
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Althot~.gh not appropri.0.te for co~;e~, unfit
after-the sec~ues
.~~- ~"~.e.~.ng of the jury in Uni~.ed o
Richard bl.~,~"o~’.,....~.~ questioninc~, the validity, of the pardon
g~.~ec~ him, I think it proper that I expre<<’ to you mV
views on this subject to di~bel any thouqbt that
may be some re].~on between my res~.qnation and that

issue,

As you realize, one of my responsibilities, not
only as an offico.r of the court, but as a p:iosecutor

as well, is not to take a position, in. whic]:. ! lack fait:h
or which my judgr~ent dictates J.s not suppo:<ted by probable
cause~ The provision in the Cor)stitution in.vestiny the
President with the right to grant oardons, and the
recognition by the United States Supreme Court that a
pard.o~-~ may be granted prior t.o the liling of charges are
so clear, in my opinion, as not to admit of doubt. Philip
Lacovara., then Counsel to the Special Proscct~tor, by
written memo:(an.c~um on file in this office, came to the
same conclusion, poiN.%ing out kh~rt:
"...the pardon power can be exercised at
an], time after a fede~’al c)t’ime has been
commj.t-hed and it is not necessar}:’ that
there be any criminal proceedings pending.
In fact, the pardon power has been used
frequently to relieve federal offenders of
criminal liability and. other penalties and
disabilities attaching to their offenses
even where no criminal proceedings against
the individual are contemplated.~’
I have a!so concluded, after thorough study, that
’ nothing in the charter
a n _:. .... d guidelines appall’rainthere .~s
ing to d~.e office of the Special Prosecutor that impairs
or curtails the Pres~<~ent s free exercise of the
constitutional right of pardon.
I was co-architect along with Acting Attorney
~ o,..<~ theorists
General Robert. Bork, of the provisions
now point to as inhibiting the constitutiona! pardoning
power of the President. The additional safeguards of
independence on which I insisted and which Hr, Bork, on
former Prosidcnt Nixon’s a.uthority, was willing to grant
we~e so!.ely for pt~rposc;<~ of !~m].-~:ing the grounds on which
my discharge could ]0e based and not for t:h<.~ purpose of
enlarging on the jurisdJ.ctio~ of the Sf}ecial Prosecutor.
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Hearings held by the Senate Judiciary Co:.~md.ttee
subsequent to my appointment make it clear that my
jurisdictioR ~ s Special Prosecutor wa~ to be no
different fr< ":.hat possessed by my predecessor.
There was cor:siderable concern e.~:pressed by
o .... that Actin(~ Attorney Genera]. Bork, bv
.~)~ ~.,~c ....
inadvertently had ~ ....
3 ........
i ted the
jurisdiction that previously existed, X’he he,:rings
fully de~,,<: ~.~ .....
. concept %hat the tn.~.<~.~t
~i,~,_. of the Cone’ ’
. -’-~-r~.,~u
me ......
new provJ_~{opo~, ...... , giving.
"conse~]s~ls" co~asittee ~,~:_e to ~

~~..~
~"......
~j..Ona!

~.].&t& ~".<~ froz~ ground-

less efforts, to terming.re my emotoyP~-~-,";.
. ..~...... or to limit
’ that cxis’- s
~.e.~.
It was -~-,d,~ clear,
the ju,rksdiction
however, that there was no "redefi~i~’@’~ of the jurisdiction of the Specia! Prosecutor as it existed from
the beginning, ’P}...~,~ eK~r~<"~. .~. ~_... from these hea.rin<~s
the definite unde~s~-:’ndir"~ ..]~.=t in no ~=~-,se were the
~Q@3.%l~ :m£. i.y~9<~Tfhec~ ~ n the c:.ecia.l
Ch.arter for %l.e purpose of eit]-~er enlarging or dimAnlshing his ~ ~J_s~{J. ctJ.oL~, l[ dJ.d s%x ....

’"" ......
" ....
"~ ....
U.
civen
verbal assurance :{::H [-%-- i cok~ic~-Srir~g suit against
Pres’ ~ .... .

..

by t!le Court. This, of course, has no bearin~ on
pardoning power.
I caD.no ~ escape the conc=~.sJon, therefore, that
:additional provisions to ?-he Charter do not st:bordinate
the constitutional pardoning power to the Special
Prosecutor’s jurisdictional rights. For me now to
contend otherwise would not only be contrary to the
interpretation agreed upon in Congressional hearings -it also would be, on my part, intellectually dishonest.

Thus, in the light of these conclusions, for :Re
to procure an indict:lent of Richard M. Nixon for the
sole purpose of generating a purported court test on
9Jle legality of the pardon, wo’ald constitute a spurious
proceeding in which I had no fai{J~; in fact, it would be
tantamount to unprofessional conduct and violative cf
my responsibility as prosecutor and officer of the court.
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Perh&ps one of -the
relates 9"~ o~" fin:~! report

~
o].sc~rOeL~
yet to be ~’
" ......
It is con~:~mp!ated that this ....

~-emo’rt..
will..,>’~
.....
as all-

for- Crim:kna! Justice, While this re~:ort wi].i be cast

in final fcn:m ~ ~-<-~<~ ........
I will b<~ available to tJ-~e
and consultations as they deem advantageous,
~
.~’OLI a~’C~- &’~Ta]fe, cf c(:)~vs,:’,.......
of tho.~.,,...~
""~ ’ -~It.,.,.n

office has takon reqa~q’~C;
Nixon’s ~’~?:.ite.,ouseP

materim~]s

(~

this

~:or ....... a~1

ing, if en&cted, will solve the pz’obiem, If not enacted,
I shall continue to be avai].ab!e, to vT]’~:-:tcvcr exten.t
to this prob:Lem so th.at a~ ~ re!ovant materials "
for cncc; ~n~[,

members of_ the st~.~ff have work.~.d t<:,yet?~c~: since the
creation of
the office, !,!r, Ruth
all ir, at:ters still under investi%’ati$:~.
still to be tried. He has becn in cha~,:ge of al! "mikk
fund" matters, in vie’,,.; of my recusa!. I trust that you
%;ii! not mind my offering the suggestion that he be
given consideration to serve as n’,y successor:, thus
permitting the unfinished matters to co]~tinue without
interruption.
Sincerely,

Special Prosecutor

.

WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

All Staff
DATE: October 12, 1974
Watergate Special Prosecution Force

FROM

Leon Jaworski
Special Prosecutor

SUBJECT:

You will be hearing that on this morning,
I handed to the Attorney General my letter of
resignation, effective October 25, 1974.
Important work remains to be done, and I
am confident that it will continue without
~nterruption.
There was nothing in particular that
induced my resignation at this time, other than
~he recognition that my own efforts were not
needed for the pursuit of the remaining matters
and ~he realization that further disassociation
from my Texas interests would not be justified.
For ~he loyalty and cooperation that has
been accorded me by members of the staff, I am
most graters!. I am confident that you will
continue to serve my successor in like manner.

October 12, 19"24

Honorable William B. Saxbe
The Attor~-.,ey General
U S De~:g~,’tmcnto~-~_ Justice
Washington~ D. C.

Dear l,k’o Saxbe:
With the prosccutio:-~ of Unitec] States v,
of Assoc::,.~:te Special Prosect~to)~ Jam~s F. i,Vea], and
his Assistants, the Watergat.e Special Prosecution
Force i:; !:)eginning to addr{:~ss itself to the co~~pletio>.
of ~:ema!ning investigations anc~. to such pro[~ecutions
a.s a~:e still, to be conducted. The ]~ulk of the
entcustcd< he the care of this office having been
discharged, I am confident that such of our responsibilities as remain unfulfilled can well be completed
under %ive leadership of anc)ther Special Prosecutor.
A part of the unfinished matters relates to the area
of "milk fund" investigations, and as to these,
filed a letter of recusal shortly after becoming
Special Prosecutor. Accordingly, after serving since
November 5 of last year in this office, I tender my
resignation effective October 25, 19 74.
By separate letter, i am forwarding to you an
inter.ira re.port giving a resume of the work of this
office to date. In that letter, I am also submitting
some additiop.a! observations relative to the work of
the Special Prosect]tion Force°
When you testified at your nomination hearings,
you made i.t clear that you did not intend to interfeme
with the operatio~-~ of my office and that you would
permit m.e to act independ~.ntly and without hindrance.
You abided by this assurance and i express to you my
appreciation for having permitted me to proceed with
1?~y responsibi.].ities as I sa-v,~ them.
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I would appreciate receiving from you a
com~a’~u~nication accepti:sg this resig:lation effective
on the date indicated.
Sincerely yours,

LEON JAWORS}(I
Special Prosecutor

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR T}~ DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
x

I~ RE: POSSIBLE VIOLATIONS
18 USC 2511 and
18 USC 2512
x

United States District Courthouse
3rd & Constitution Avenue, N. W.
Washington~ D. C.
July 26, 1973

The following Presentment was made to a full quorum
of the (;rand Jury.

ARCHIBALD COX, ESQ.
Special Prosecutor
United States Department of Justice
JAMES F. NEAL, ESQ.
Assistant Special Prosecutor
United States Department of Justice
RICHARD BEN-VENISTE, ESQ.
Assistant Special Prosecutor
United States Department of Justice
PHILIP A. LACOVAF<A,
Assistant Special Prosecutor
United States Department of Justice
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P R O C E E D I N G S
MR. COX: ~m. Foreman, ladies and gentlemen of the
Grand Jury, I understand that you expected to attend somewhat
different business this morning, and I thought I should explain to you the background of why we are here.
On July 16 last, Alex Butterfield, a former ~ite
House aide, testified before the select co~ittee of the
Senate on campaign practices,about conversations in a m~ber
of the President’s offices, including the Oval O£fice, and
that his telephone conversations, at least from the Oval
Office, were all transcribed by recording device, and that
the tapes of these recordings had been preserved.
Our understanding is that that practice was continued up unti! a few days ago, and you will observe that that
eovers the entire period of events into which you have been
inquiring.
From the information developed thus far, much of
which you have heard in other public records such as the
Ervin co~nittee hearings, it was and still is our opinion
that the tapes, or transcripts of certain ones of these conversations in the President’s office, would be highly relevant!
to your inquiry into the events leading up to and surrounding!
the Watergate break-in, and into the subsequent events which
we have all been colloquially referring to as the cover-up.
They would also be material into whether other

"
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offenses within your jurisdiction have been co~itted, such
as possible perjury in this district.
Having reached the conclusion that the tapes or
transcripts would be relevant to the Grand Jury inquiry, I
first wrote to Mr. J. Fred Buzhardt who is counsel to
President Nixon, asking him to supply to me copies of eight
specific tapes which could be identified from the context, and
when I refer to the context, I refer in large part to testimony that you have heard, but also to published testimony
before the Senate, and asked him to supply those tapes so
that I might bring them before you.
He declined, and in his letter stated that the tapes!
were under the sole control of the President.
Accordingly, we caused to be prepared a subpoena
which was addressed to Presidex~t Nixon or any other White }!ous~
official who was in possession of the tapes a subpoena duces
tecum which required the production before the Grand Jury of
the eight specific tapes of the relevant conversations, and
it also referred to a file and another document both oT which,
if my recollection is correct, have been mentioned before;y6~
and one of which you had sought to obtain before.
One of them was the memorandum relating to the
termination of the employment of Howard Hunt, and you will
recall that within the last ten days you sought to obtain the
original of that memorandum.

328 l~s~chuset!s
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The other is roughly described as a politica!
m~tters file, a political matters ~emoranda file, that was
maintained by Strachan who has been before you.
The subpoena was sensed by Mr. Philip Lacovara from
my staff, and Mr. Buzhardt accepted service on behalf of the
President.
The subpoena directed that the material I have
described be brought before you today at i0:00, and we therefore arranged for the Grand Jury to be here at 10:00 this
morning in order to await the response to the subpoena.
I would like at this time to have marked and made
part of the record a copy of the subpoena that I caused to be
issued, and of the return signed by J. Fred Buzhardt, and also!
of Mr. Lacovara’s affidavit identifying and testifying to the
service of the process.
MR. MEAL: May the record show that this has been
marked as Grand Jury Exhibit AC Number I, Mr. Foreman.
(Whereupon, Grand Jury Exhibit AC-I was marked for
identification.)

MR. COX: In addition, I think we would like to have!
marked, Mr. Foreman, and identified as AC exhibit number 2 of
this date, July 26, 1973, a letter from Mr. J. Fred Buzhardt ~
in which he states that the President has sole personal control
of those tapes.
It was the receipt of ~at information that made it

6

necessary to address the subpoena to the President.
May that be so marked.
(Whereupon, Grand Jury Exhibit ~umb_r AC-2 was
marked for identification.
complete response has been made to the
subpoena, and it appears that no complete response will be
made.
The President has written a letter to Judge Sirica
informing him that he will voluntarily turn over two of the
items of material described in the subpoena. One of those
is the original of the memorandum pertaining to the employment,
or disemployment, of Howard Hunt. The other is the file of
political matters memoranda.
In fact, the original of the memorandum relating
to Howard Hunt has been given to me, and in due course it will
be brought before you.
I have been assured that copies, and if necessary,
the originals of the other file wil! be supplied as soon as
they can be prepared, but there were some mechanical problems
in getting that done.
That leaves the matter of the eight tapes specifically
called fc, r by the subpoena, and I ~ill be happy to read to ~..
you the letter to Judge Sirica, but I thirrk it should first
be marked as an Exhibit AC-3 of this date.
(Whereupon, Grand Jury Exhibit AC-3 was marked for
identification. )
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HR. COX :

I take it, ~Ir. Foreman, that you would

all like to hear the letter.

I don’t want to waste your

time.
THE FOR}~MAN : Yes.
MR. COX: "Dear Judge Sirica:

%Wlite House counsel

have rece:ived on my behalf a subpoena duces tecum issued by
the United States District Court for the District of Columbia
on July 23 at the request of Archibald Cox."
"The subpoena calls on me to produce for the Grand
Jury certain tape recordings as well as certain specified
documents."
"With the utmost respect for the Court of which you
are Chief Judge and for the branch of Government of which it
is a part, I must decline to obey the command of that subpoenas.
In doing so I follow the example of a long line of my pr~le- ~
cessors as Presidents of the United States who have consistently
adhered to the position that the President is not subject to
compulsory process from the Courts."
"The imdependence of the three branches of Government is the very hearst of our Constitutional system. It would!
be wholly inadmissible for the President to seek to compel
some particular action by the Courts. It is equally inadmissible for the Courts to seek to compel some particular
action by the President"

i

He then goes on and quotes certain legal opinions inl

;,~’ashm~to~, [~ ~ %002
~202) 5454666

8
the past.

rfhen in the final paragraph states as I summarized

-~! to you the two items which are being voluntarily supplied.
The refusal to comply with the subpoena, withholds
from t~le Grand Jur~ matters which we believe to be highly
relevant to its inquiry as I explained before, and which we
believe to be subject to Grand Jury subpoena.
I therefore would recommend at this time, ~r.
Foreman, that the Grand Jury authorize and direct me to appear
before Judge Sirica and to petition the Court for the Order
to Show Cause to be served on the President or his designated
representative why he or such representative should not be
required to pr~luce the materials called for in the subpoena.
I think I need only say that that is the normal way
of testing an i~portant legal question of this kind, and it
is our recom~endation that you so instruct me.
Mr. Foreman, would you please advise me as to the
will of the ~rand Jury in this matter?
THE FOI~EMAN: Are there any objections that the
Grand Jury instruct the Special Prosecutor to , or authorize
the Special Prosecutor, to enter this action in Court on behalf
of the Grand Jury?
(No response.)
THE FOR~AN: You are so authorized.
MR. NEAL: I didn’t ~derstand what the Foreman saidl.
THE FORE~tAN :
HO0%~£1~ ~EPORTING tO,

You are authorized on our behalf to

enter a case before Judge Sirica to show cause why this shouldI
not be done.
MR. COX:

Than)[ you, Mr. Foreman.

I would request

the Grand Ju~y to accompany me to Court in Judge Sirica’s
courtroom.
Thank y~[.

l0
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literally seal up, the evidence that we had against
John Dean so that he could be prosecuted for his part
in the cover-up and other wrongdoing. So, that was
done and I just don’t know whether we worried about
immunity. We did worry, seriously, about prejudicial
publicity.
Gormley:

Do you remember any of these discussions with
Sam?

Cox:

Well, my memory would be that I said I know Sam
Ervin, not Sam Dash; I knew him too, but Senator
Ervin. And that we arranged, I and somebody, perhaps
Phil Heymann, to go and see Senator Ervin and try to
persuade him that this was a bad move, that it would
endanger the whole purpose of the Special Prosecution
Force and the impartial administration of justice.
guess Sam Dash was with him when we saw him. My
recollection is that Senator Ervin was very impatient
with any such suggestion, that we didn’t have at all
the kind of conversation that I thought we could have
even if, in the end, he said no. That I was sort of
taken aback. In the end, as you know, we did file a
motion before Judge Sirica to enjoin, I think just
the television, I don’t think the whole hearings,
maybe I’m wrong on that. Was it the whole hearings?

Gormley:

I believe that you filed a motion asking Sirica
to deny the request for immunity and if he didn’t do
that to at least prohibit the public hearings, or if
24 - 28
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he didn’t do that, prohibit televised hearings.
That’s my understanding of it.
Cox:

Okay. I see. I mean, I don’t doubt that’s
right. And, of course, Judge Sirica denied our
request.
When I ask myself, "Well, in the light of later
events, what would you do differently if you could
live those days all over again?" The chief candidate
for doing differently would be that move on our part.
Of course, the press, not unnaturally, was very
hostile. The Senate hearings under Senator Ervin
certainly were a contribution to the public good, as
it turned out. None of them did interfere in any
meaningful way with prosecutions, and they may have
produced some evidence such as the knowledge that
there were tapes that might not otherwise have come
out. I think that is speculative. I don’t think one
can say [that] because it came out in the private
hearings, before the public hearing when Butterfield
was testifying, that it wouldn’t have been developed
if there’d been only the Special Prosecution Force.
On the other hand -- I’m trying to be as subjectively
honest as I can -- I don’t think that there was even
unconsciously, much less consciously, some jealous
effort to keep the Ervin Committee from the primary
role, if that’s what it wanted -- or for a public
role, if that’s what it wanted -- just out of a kind
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of jurisdictional jealousy. I think as a careful
lawyer, this seemed to me a very important thing. My
judgment may have been wrong. But that was the way I
think I honestly saw it. Exclusively. And I’m not
sure that in the long run, behaving in that way may
not have helped in terms of the attitude of the press
toward the special prosecutor. I’m not sure that I
hadn’t earned the reputation as somebody who doesn’t
shoot from the hip when it came to trying to subpoena
the tapes and things of that kind. I also, since the
Iran-Contra hearings, wonder if congressional
investigations are the best way of getting at the
truth of these facts; and getting the case before the
public; and not interfering with the goal of the fair
administration of justice against those who violate
the law at the highest level. True, Sam Ervin pulled
it off in great shape, as I said a moment ago. But
if you, say, look at the second time, it just resulted,
as I see it, in public confusion, politicizing the
whole thing. So, the wisdom of the decision was
probably questionable. As you can see, the suggestion
of any jealous motive, I somewhat resent.
Gormley:

Why were you concerned about the grant of immunity
to Dean and Magruder?

Cox:

Well, if the statute provides that one who had
been promised immunity to testify as a witness before
Congress...Well, back up, I didn’t phrase it well.
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The immunity is against use of any of the testimony
given under the promise of immunity to aid in
conviction of the individual for any alleged crime.
Promise of immunity to John Dean, if we hadn’t sealed
up evidence against him, would have prevented
indicting and convicting him if we didn’t have any
other evidence. Same way with Jeb Magruder. Same
way with anybody else given immunity. Look at it as
the law has developed. I don’t think it was quite
this way at the time, and maybe it’s developed
wrongly and the Supreme Court hasn’t ruled on the
cases. But, jeepers, now Ed Walsh thinks he had to
bar the lawyers who prosecuted North and others from
reading the newspapers for fear that they would get
some ideas that they would use, even though they
didn’t use any of the testimony given under promise
of immunity. I was opposed to congressional
investigations that would prevent the normal
administration of criminal justice.
Gormley:

Wouldn’t it have helped, though, if one viewed
the ultimate target as Richard Nixon, as opposed to
these underlings, to grant them immunity and see what
they said?

Cox:

Well, it might, or it might not. If one
characterizes the aim as the Watergate Special
Prosecution Force, "Get Nixon if you possibly can,
come hell or high water and don’t do anything else,"
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the answer is yes. Indeed, if that really were the
special prosecutor’s assignment, the fellow to grant
immunity would be the special prosecutor. But I
don’t think that was our attitude or should have been
our attitude or should be any prosecutor’s attitude.
There may come a time when a prosecutor says, "Well,
John Doe wasn’t a major actor, as I see what took
place. He wasn’t a very serious wrongdoer, but John
Doe sure knows a hell of a lot about what went on and
his testimony will enable us to get the big
wrongdoers," well, then the special prosecutor gives
immunity, sure. That might have developed in the
course of the Watergate investigation. I think the
proper people to make that judgment are not the
politicians but those charged with the administration
of justice.
Gormley:

It’s mentioned that when the time came to argue
that motion in front of Judge Sirica that you did not
appear but you sent someone below to argue that. Was
that because you knew it was doomed?

Cox:

Oh, I don’t think so. Phil Heymann argued it,
and he says in joking about the past, "Well, you knew
we’d lose so you sent me to do the losing." I don’t
know whether he means it seriously or not. It may
have been. It may have been. But it seemed
desirable not to present it as that big a thing,
which I suppose is a way of saying that we recognized
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it was chancy and didn’t want to appear to have lost
too big a thing. But I don’t know what else was on
the front of the stove cooking at that time.
Gormley:

Do you know if you were...if you thought you had
a reasonable chance of winning that? Or were you
doing that -- as Vorenberg, I believe, later said -just to at least preserve it, to make clear that you
were doing everything you could to prevent improper
publicity?
Well, I don’t think we were very optimistic.

Cox:

That’s as far as I can go. Probably if we weren’t
very optimistic, we were a little pessimistic. Then
we considered, wel!, shouldn’t we try anyway just to
keep the record straight?

Gormley:

Do you think that this whole series of events
and your writing to Senator Ervin -- and I believe he
said to the press that that was extremely arrogant of
Professor Cox -- do you think all of that hurt your
image early on in the eyes of the press and the
public?

Cox:

Well, I read so.

Gormley:

Was your image something you had to be concerned
with?

Cox:

Well, -- it’s a little hard to answer that
question with the proper proportion or perspective.
I suppose it’s something that I should have been
concerned with. Jim Doyle was certainly concerned
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with it. So, I suppose, though those words probably
weren’t used, that something of the kind must have
been talked about. I’m inclined to think that my
nature was to be much less concerned with such
questions at the time than in retrospect, in reading
about it, and perhaps in having occasions to think
about public images and political things more as an
observer in later years. I mean, I hope that the
dominant thing was my view was to do the right thing
and that that would come through in the end. But,
remember Bobby Burns (chuckling).
Gormley:

Do you recall any times during any of those
early things that you questioned whether you were
doing the right thing to yourself? You thought maybe
you were in too deep in this political world, or
anything of that nature?

Cox:

No, I don’t think so. I mean, you’ve used
"doing the right thing" in a little different sense
than I used it. "In too deep in the political world"
-- you mean I shouldn’t have been special
prosecutor? Or that I was playing political and
public image moves?

Gormley:

No, that you maybe weren’t capable of doing the
job because you...

Cox:

That I shouldn’t have been special prosecutor?

Gormley:

Right.

Cox:

No, I don’t think so.
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Gormley:

What was Jim Doyle’s role when he started
working with you?

Cox:

Well, he was press relations, public relations,
information officer. I’m not sure what the title
was. It was obvious we needed someone of that kind.
Jim and I came to be very close, so his role was, in
fact, much broader. He was someone to talk to,
confide in, look to for all kinds of consultation and
advice that you might or might not follow. His
primary responsibility was dealing with the press.
would think it would be inaccurate to say that I
talked to Jim Doyle, in a sense confided in Jim
Doyle, because of press relations. I think I came to
have a high and warm regard for Jim and his opinions
about what was the right way to do things, regardless
of press relations.

Gormley:

As part of this -- was it his idea or your idea
that you should make stronger relations with some of
the editors of the newspapers and magazines and go
visit them and that sort of thing?

Cox:

His.

Gormley:

Early on, some of the problems that the Special
Prosecutor’s office encountered included a number of
things. But one of them that I read about was the
issue of your investigating the funds being used for
President Nixon’s home in San Clemente and the fact
that Elliot Richardson apparently contacted you a
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number of times suggesting that may not be within the
scope of your jurisdiction. Do you recall any of
that?
Cox:

Well, it is true that questions came to our
attention about the expenditure of funds at San
Clemente and whether they were lawful. And somehow,
word got out that we were looking into that.
Apparently, the president or somebody in the White
House got upset and apparently got after Elliot
Richardson, who called me to come over to the Justice
Department to raise the question of whether that was
properly under my jurisdiction. There were several
occurrences of that nature...
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Archibald Cox
Watergate
(Tape 25: Side I)
Gormley:

This is tape number 25, side 1.

Cox:

Oh:

Gormley:

What did I do?

Cox:

No, it’s just the number.

Gormley:

Tape number 25. That, ah -- I guess when you
multiply it out, that’s about 33 hours or so of
interviews. We’ve been at it a while.
We were talking about ~~..~i~ds0n:

Cox:

Oh, yes. I said, on a number of occasions the
White House would apparently get upset about the
Special Prosecution Force activities. Elliot would
ask me to come over to [the Department of] Justice and
raise the question. I invariably took it that the
White House had gotten after him and that he felt, as
attorney general, he must pass along the White House’s
gripes. But I also assumed that Elliot was thinking,
"Archie will do me the credit of knowing that all I’m
doing is passing on what I have to pass on and that he
will understand that and make up his own mind without
feeling that I’m pressuring him." I think my staff
wasn’t quite as clear that that was what was
happening. I feel sure it i~s what was happening,
although I do think that Elliot Richardson was
convinced, practically up to the moment of his
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resignation, that Richard Nixon was innocent of any
criminal wrongdoing. So, we -- I think in every
instance -- went on as before, as we thought proper.
I don’t think the San Clemente thing ever came to
anything.
Gormley:

No, not that I recall. There was some
suggestion that it was linked with Teamsters’ money
and the Hoffa pardon.

Cox:

Oh, yes. There were lots of wild suggestions.

Gormley:

The second sort of issue that confronted you, I
noticed, was dealing with Silbert and his people and
their resignations. Do you remember that at all? I
don’t think we talked about this.

Cox:

I think we talked about this yesterday.

Gormley:

Oh, did we talk about this? And about your
letter to Silbert in which you kept insisting that
there was a provision saying that you would have done
some things different -- such as the Segretti matter
-- and apparently Silbert was upset and wouldn’t
agree to that language and you haggled over that for
a week before dropping it.

Cox:

Well, I can’t recall any more, at this point,
than I told you yesterday. I can’t say whether going
back and reading some of these accounts would help
me, or whether talking with Phil Heymann or perhaps
somebody else who was involved would help me. It was
a difficult situation, as I explained yesterday. And
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Earl Silbert particularly, [and] Glanzer, [and]
perhaps Campbell at least less intensely -- I think
they were upset at being replaced. On the other hand,
it was quite clear that the Special Prosecutor
couldn’t simply leave it to them. That would have
been contrary to the whole purpose, contrary to the
understanding in the Senate Judiciary Committee and
the public. It was, as I remember -- but only in sort
of very [general] terms -- Silbert gave some kind of
an interview or statement to the press that made
things much more difficult for me than they would
otherwise have been. On the other hand, we didn’t
want to cut them out in a way that would injure their
professional standing. It was a difficult situation.
That’s really as far as I can put it.
Gormley:

Was it your decision that they would resign [or
was it] their decision or a mutual decision?

Cox:

Well, you say "resign." Did they leave the U.S.
Attorney’s office where they were employed?

Gormley:

No, I think they resigned from this case.

Cox:

I guess I don’t remember. It seems to me that it
was inevitable that they were not going to be in
charge of the case. As to whether they would wholly
cease to have anything to do with it or would be, in a
sense, under somebody’s supervision -- oversight -but continue to have things to do with it, I just
don’t remember.
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Gormley:

The next topic I wanted...

Cox:

As I remember it...Somebody’d have to go back and
read the Washington Post, but as I remember it, they
had it put in the press in a way that was kind of
threatening. It said, in effect, that either Special
Prosecutor Cox must do this "or we’ll thus and so."

Gormley:

I think that’s right. I think that was done in
the very beginning when you first came. And then
there was a little bit of a period where they
continued to work and stay on. And then came these
"resignations" that were haggled over for a while.

Cox:

Well, that statement [statement in the Washinqto
Post], from my point of view, complicated the whole
thing. In its way...[the statement], I don’t recall
the reason, but in its way made it seem to me
impossible, unwise, to give them everything they
wanted.

Gormley:

The next topic that I wanted to shift to is
really a return to something we talked about
yesterday, continuing forward. And that has to do
with your meeting with Petersen. And incidentally, I
forgot to ask you -- that [meeting] was transcribed.
Do you know if there is still a transcription in
existence somewhere?

Cox:

I don’t know, no.

Gormley:

Apparently after that meeting, at some point, is
when you met with President Nixon’s three attorneys,
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elevator on the day that he did plead guilty. By one
of these strange coincidences in human affairs, I
found myself in 1976 or 1977 sitting in a waiting room
at a television station out in Needham next to John
Dean (chuckling). He was there to be interviewed in
an effort to sell his book. You know how authors are
expected to do. I was there to be interviewed about
the governor’s court reform plan, or my court reform
plan, perhaps it should be called. And making
conversation, I had said I read this. And I said, "I
think you and I talked in my office." And he said,
"Oh, no, we didn’t. The book is right." And I said,
"Well, isn’t that curious. I would have felt very
sure that we talked in my office." Well, I did have
somebody get hold of the log of people in my office,
and John Dean’s name nowhere appeared (chuckling).
There remains the possibility that I am right but that
I saw him in Jim Neal’s office, not in my office. I
don’t know. This is of no earthly importance except
as it bears on quirks in memory.

Gormley:

Did you regard his testimony in front of the
Senate Committee as helpful or harmful at the time?

Cox:

Oh, if you took it at face value, it would lead
to, pretty clearly I would think, to an indictment and
conviction of various people including the president,
assuming that any question of law about whether the
president can be indicted was out of the
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way. The question was, can you take it at face
value? Other people present, of course, promptly
issued denials, and it looked very much as if the
question was going to come down to one of
credibility. Whom do you believe? I think Jim Neal
and the others who worked with him were strongly
convinced that John Dean was telling the truth, as
pretty much turned out to be the case. I was a good
deal more reserved, if not skeptical, in my
judgment. I hadn’t heard him. I had to give weight
to the fact that they had talked with him and heard
him. But it seemed to me that, on the record, he
looked like a person who...what he said was pretty
much shaped to suit the advantage of John Dean on the
particular occasion. And that was the reason for my
reservation, skepticism. Of course, we never did
have to reach a judgment as to whether to rely on his
testimony alone plus whatever circumstantial evidence
we could develop.
I think that code word I was trying to remember
earlier was Gem something or other. Gemstone, maybe.

Gormley:

I don’t remember that one.

Cox:

Well, you don’t? You don’t remember any code
word for a plan in the White House?

Gormley:

No, I’ll check on that tonight.

Cox:

Well, here again things like that are now
recorded in books -- biographies of Nixon, or the
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Wisconsin professor’s book. I’m almost sure it was
Gemstone. Where’s Jim Doyle’s book? Never mind, the
tape is running.

Gormley:

When you first picked out the nine tapes to
request, you requested them in writing before
subpoenaing them. Was there any concern that the
tapes might be destroyed if you didn’t subpoena them
right away?

Cox:

Oh, did it occur to anybody? Did any mention
it? It seems likely. Was that a major concern? I
think the major concern was "Can we subpoena them?
Isn’t it desirable to avoid something that seems to
be like a fishing expedition? Isn’t it desirable not
to come on too hard as one might have done if you
attempted both to take Nixon’s testimony and to get
the tapes at the same time?" Questions of that
kind. I don’t think anything was done with a
conscious eye to "What if they’re burned? What if
they’re destroyed?" or to discouraging their
destruction. But we all talked these things over at,
well, I suppose, staff meetings; they were pretty
informal -- but at great length. It seems likely
that somebody would have said, "Well, what if they’re
destroyed?"

Gormley:

When you were making the judgment as to which
tapes and how many tapes to subpoena, were you taking
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into consideration at all Judge Sirica’s personality
or judicial philosophy in making that decision?
Cox:

Well, do you mean, was this tailored to Judge
Sirica? I don’t remember anything about Judge sirica
that was peculiar that you would have tailored it
to. Was it it designed to present what you thought a
reasonable, conscientious judge would find the most
persuasive case? Sure. We were undoubtedly mindful
of his various rulings from the time the men were
indicted for the break-in, and so forth. But I don’t
remember anything peculiar about John Sirica’s
personality that we had in mind. You want to make
the best case that you can on something that’s going
to be important. I think I tend to attribute to
people in such positions the reasoning faculties that
I’m familiar with.

Gorml ey:

I take it that he did impress you as a thinking
judge as opposed to someone who acted on impulse or
was result-oriented?

Cox:

Well, when you say "acted on impulse": [I knew]
that he had a line in his courtroom keeping attorneys
a certain distance from the bench for fear of loosing
his temper. I knew that, which suggests that I knew
that he seemed to be a man who sometimes acted on
impulse (chuckling). I guess I also knew that he was
known to the criminal bar as
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"Maximum John." I don’t think any of this was much
relevant to our thinking.
Gormley:

Did you deal with his law clerk at all throughout
all of this, as many people do?

Cox:

Well, he did have a law clerk whom he had a lot
of confidence in. Who was sometimes -- possibly
always -- present when I had a conference in the
judge’s office. I think I remember reading that the
law clerk had considerable influence with him, but I’m
in no position to judge that. I don’t know whether
it’s true or false. I think at that stage, John
Sirica was a man who made up his own mind. I find it
hard to imagine his being led by his law clerk in that
case, at that stage.

Gormley:

Apparently there was a false alarm at one stage
where it was reported that the Watergate tapes were
being turned over to Senator Ervin...

Cox:

Oh, that was a wonderful scene.

Gormley:

Yeah. What do you remember about that?

Cox:

Well, we...I may exaggerate, but for one reason
or another we, the staff, were gathered in my office.
[I don’t remember] whether we were tipped off that
there was going to be an important announcement at the
start of that day’s Ervin Committee hearings, or
whether somebody was going to testify that we wanted
to watch. We did have a television -- I think it was
in my office although I don’t think it was usually
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Archibald Cox
Watergate
(Tape 26: Side i)
Gormley:

This is tape number 26, side i, and we’re
talking about the subpoena of the tapes. During this
time period, about the time that you were first
subpoenaing tapes from President Nixon, do you recall
if there were any signs of any mental or physical
fatigue in President Nixon, or that he was
experiencing any problems in that respect?
Well, not...I don’t think there were any public

Cox:

signs.

I don’t recall any public discussion of that

kind.
Gormley:

When you made the decision to subpoena the tapes
as opposed to going through any of the other
possibilities, was there much discussion of that? Or
was it pretty much understood that that was the most
sensible approach of your various options?

Cox:

Oh, I don’t think there was any elaborate
discussion. I’m not sure that I discussed with anyone
in the office the matter of taking his deposition. I
do know I thought about it, but I don’t recall
discussions of it. We talked a lot about whether we
would succeed with a subpoena, the claim of executive
privilege. And I think probably from
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the very beginning [we] talked about, "Well, what do
we do if the question of enforcement arises?"

Gormley:

The Senate Committee actually subpoenaed the
records first. Is that right? They beat you to the
punch after you announced that you were going to
subpoena. Do you recall that as being pretty much a
political move on their part, or had they been
contemplating...?

Cox:

I recognize that everybody under the sun analyzes
these things as political moves. I simply wasn’t
thinking in those terms. It didn’t seem to me that it
mattered whether "they beat me to the punch." When we
were ready, carefully prepared, we selected the nine
or ten -- whatever number it was -- tapes and I think
we also included John Ehrlichman’s notes on yellow
sheets. Then we went ahead.

Gormley:

How did you serve the subpoena?

Cox:

Well, they -- Fred Buzhardt, I suppose -- happily
arranged for the president to accept process. It
would have been a little bit of a puzzlement as to
what we [would have done3 if the lawyers who went over
with the subpoena were turned away at the White House
gate. You know, if one were "Monday morning
quarterbacking" Richard Nixon’s conduct of his stonewall
defense, I think one would say that he never should have
submitted to the question of whether the tapes could be
subpoenaed as evidence to the Court. He should
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have simply stood on the fact that "I am President.
I have my independent responsibilities. I have great
respect for Judge Sirica, but I’ve got to do my job.
And if that’s inconsistent with his conception of his
job, I’m sorry but that’s the way it is." And I
suppose if you were going to do that you’d have
refused to accept process. But they did accept
service and process. Avoided what would have been a
messy, time-consuming incident. They must have been
pretty convinced that they were going to win the
tapes matter. I’m just short of knowing that Charlie
Wright gave a very categorical opinion, "I will
win." I also do know that that is Charlie’s -- was
at one time not just in this matter -- Charlie
Wright’s style. So it has a plausibility. But I
don’t quite know it.

Gormley:

When President Nixon responded by, I believe,
writing to Judge Sirica at this point and saying that
he would not comply with the subpoena, did you
consider any options other than the course which you
ended up fol!owing -- which was to seek a rule to
show cause?

Cox:

Well, we certainly would have canvassed whatever
courses as lawyers we thought were or might be
available. I suppose that there’s at least a
possibility that one could move directly for contempt
if there were failure to comply with the subpoena.
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And I suppose we talked about that and concluded that
it would be wiser to move for an order to show
cause. Do it in as low-key, responsible way as
possible.

Gormley:

Do you remember why Judge Sirica called in the
entire grand jury and polled them?

Cox:

Well...I had arranged a conference. And I
thought that courtesy and proper professional conduct
made it appropriate for me to tell him what I
intended to do, so that he wouldn’t be taken by
surprise. I assured him that the grand jury had
voted -- after all, the decision would be its
decision, not mine -- and he said, "Well, I think I
have a responsibility to be sure that the grand jury
does wish this." I don’t know what his thinking
was. It was, perhaps, the most dramatic scene in the
entire Watergate Affair, I think. Partly just the
drama of the occasion, but surely behind that was all
the things that a grand jury symbolizes -- the people
and the law calling their highest elected official to
do his duty in aiding in the administration of
justice. Carl Stern of NBC, I heard him give a
speech not long after Watergate in which he singled
it out, as I do, as the most single dramatic scene.

Gormley:

Do you remember if there was any...?

Cox:

Maybe the president’s resignation became an even
more dramatic scene. (Laughter.)
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Gormley:

Do you remember what kind of an adversary
Charles Wright was? How he came off in the courtroom?

Cox:

Well, Charlie’s a first-rate lawyer and
advocate. First rate. I guess it was before this I
recommended Charlie to my brother, whose firm, at
that time, was representing Howard Hughes to argue a
case for them in the Supreme Court.

Gormley:

Did he end up arguing that?

Cox:

Oh, yes. It would have been before this
occasion. I had heard Charlie in the Supreme Court.
Oh, Charlie was a very able fellow.

Gormley:

Do you recall what your reaction and what your
office’s reaction was to Judge Sirica’s ruling, which
was a little bit of a middle ground, allowing him to
review the tapes?

Cox:

Well, we were dissatisfied. We thought it a
serious mistake for anyone to review the tapes
without any of the context of other evidence -either direct or circumstantial -- certainly by
itself. If you know the context, you know the other
things. Things which the participants to the taped
conversation may have known but Judge Sirica couldn’t
know. What they said might take on altogether
different meaning than if you just came at it cold.

Gormley:

Although his role was only going to be
determined if the national security was at stake.
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Cox:

Well, wasn’t it also to determine relevance?

Gormley:

I’m not sure of that.

Cox:

I would suppose so. Admissibility. Well, I
think that was our thinking. Our brief in the court
of appeals would show, but I’m quite sure that was
our thinking.

Gormley:

Did you have any doubt, do you recall, that the
White House would appeal that ruling?

Cox:

Oh, I don’t think that was ever uncertain. I
don’t know how much time he allowed by way of his
[Judge Sirica’s] stay, but it seems to me that it was
clear from the beginning that the case would go to
the court of appeals.

Gormley:

Would you have appealed if they didn’t?

Cox:

Well, I wouldn’t be surprised, but that’s kind
of iffy. The picture of him going it alone was kind
of upsetting in the abstract. Of course, nobody
knew. The possibilities ranged all the way from the
tapes having nothing on them that would be relevant
to their having things whose meaning was both
convincing evidence of participation and intent. But
the likelihood that one could understand the
conversation much better if he knew the rest of the
context seemed strong. My guess is that at the time,
his [Judge Sirika’s] order was regarded as a big win
for us. Perhaps others took the qualification less
seriously than we
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did. But I may be wrong in saying that was the
general appraisal.

Gormley:

By the time all of this had occurred, was there,
in your own mind stepping back as the Watergate
special prosecutor, was there any doubt or much doubt
at this point that President Nixon was trying to hide
something?

Cox:

Well, you can say trying to hide something.
"Something" is general enough and vague enough. I
suppose it seemed that he wasn’t pressing a point of
abstract principle just for the sake of the abstract
principle, that he didn’t assume that after it was
all over, even if he lost, nothing would come out
that was damaging to anybody on his staff. But what
it was, whether it was evidence of a criminal
violation, all that sort of thing, came back to...If
you believed John Dean, well then, yes, he was hiding
evidence. If we picked the right tapes it would tend
to confirm John Dean. If John Dean wasn’t telling
the truth, if he was lying, well, maybe he [President
Nixon] was shielding somebody else or maybe it would
be politically damaging. One could speculate all
sorts of possible reasons for his conduct. The
central thing was we needed the tapes (chuckling).

Gormley:

I’m just wondering if somewhere from the time
that you first started your role as special
prosecutor, as you went through, that it became more
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clear to you in your own mind and heart that there
was something to this?
Cox:

Well, I suppose it must have. In those general
terms it’s hard to believe that it was otherwise.

I

think the dominant concerns at the time were more
focused -- dominant thoughts at the time were more
focused.
Gormley:

When President Nixon announced that he would not
comply with Judge sirica’s proposal, what options did
you consider at that point? What would you have done
if he didn’t appeal?

Cox:

Well, one question was whether we would have
appealed anyway, as you asked. If he didn’t appeal
and there were nothing more, then before we charted
any course of conduct he’d have had to do or not do
something that the order required him to do. In other
words, I don’t think you can say, "What would we have
done if he didn’t appeal?" in the abstract. If he
didn’t appeal and disobeyed, well, we would have then
faced the question we did face after the court of
appeals decision. And, I presume, would have behaved
very much as we did then. I would have said that we
began talking about and I began worrying about -- and
indeed Phil Heymann said something during lunch that
rather tended to confirm my recollection on this -began worrying about "Well, suppose we get an order
and he doesn’t obey, what do we do? What
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would this do to the ideal of law and that even the
most powerful are subject to the law? Should one
start down this road only to end up revealing the
weakness, even the futility of law when it confronts
power?" I was more mindful than my colleagues from my
walks and talks with David Cole in Rock Creek Park, or
Dumbarton Woods, which is part of Rock Creek Park -it was probably the part we were in -- in which he
quoted Churchill, saying, "A democracy should never
reveal its weakness." The labor experience made you
mindful that there are real problems in enforcing the
\I law. And I was aware, of course, that it was pretty
\\ commonly accepted history that Jefferson would have
~Ilaughed at John Marshall if Marshall had issued a
mandamus in Marbury and Madison. And would have
gotten away with it. Lincoln, of course, disobeyed a
general during the Civil War. These worries were
. ~ present from the beginning. And we certainly sat
~ i around the table in my office -- I say "we" meaning my
colleagues on the staff, the Special Prosecution Force
-- and discussed, "What are the possibilities?" Ken,
I’m inclined to say, I know you will find this all
written up in the first part of The Court and the
Constitution and in numerous lectures and speeches.
No, it was...Those were the toughest times and those
were the toughest questions. It wasn’t easy to know
what you should do in terms of the long-run or common
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good or whatever term. I mean the short run, what is
the most active role for the prosecutor? That was
fairly clear. Whether you would end up damaging the
rule of law by playing the role of the little boy who
pointed out that the emperor wore no clothes was much
harder. And that was why, when the time came, I was
anxious to explore ways that would serve the needs of
the Special Prosecution Force u~Lq~ prosecutor and at
the same time let the president off the hook and meet
any legitimate objections he had.
Gormley:

Your argument in the court of appeals, does
anything stand out in your mind about that?

Cox:

Well, not particularly. The part that comes to
mind today -- I don’t know whether it stood out then
or whether it has stood out because I looked it up
and have quoted it reflecting about the experience -was when one of the justices who was quizzing me
about "Is it relevant that you may not be able to
enforce the subpoena?"

Gormley:

This is in the court of appeals?

Cox:

Yes.

Gormley:

Okay, because you said justices.

I just wanted

to make sure.
Cox:

Oh, judges. I’m sorry.
Bazelon, but I’m not sure.

I think it was Judge
I think that, too, was

quoted in The Court and the Constitution.
one...oh dear, I’ve forgotten his name.
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There was
There was one

judge who heckled me a good deal about "you never seem
to go after any Democrats." Wasn’t this a
political...? You know it was a traumatic and intense
occasion, but beyond that, I don’t think there’s any
incident that particularly dramatic or standing out.
The ones I mentioned, one provoked a sort of mild
irritation, I think. The other [incidents were]
important in terms of thinking what were and still are
the most intense problems in that sort of affair.
Gormley:

I did notice in reading one of the accounts that
Senator Stennis was present and was, I guess, standing
around with Buzhardt, who you said...was that the
right person? Or was Wright? One of those people -I think it was Stennis. Yes, you said that he was a
friend of Buzhardt. Hadn’t you said that this
morning?

Cox:

I didn’t say that Senator Stennis -- maybe I
misunderstood you -- was present during the argument.

Gormley:

Oh, you didn’t say that.

I thought you had said

he was a friend of...
Cox:

...of Buzhardt.

Gormley:

Yes.

Cox:

But this has nothing to do with the oral
argument.

Gormley:

No, but I was reading in one of the accounts that
Senator Stennis was present during the oral argument
and was over talking to Buzhardt during...
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little bit more. That he was going to appear at the
Great Hall of the Department of Justice, I think it
was that Saturday. But what I’ve told you was the
nub of it.
So then it was a matter of settling down and
waiting for the axe to fall. Sometime in the course
of the early evening, the phone rang and Sally
answered it, came back three of four minutes later
laughing, and said, "That was the White House for
you, Dad. I should have told them that you had left
town and I didn’t know where you are" (chuckling).
They had called; they had the telephone number but
they didn’t know the address. And they had a letter
for me. Well, it was no mystery about what the
letter was. So we settled down to wait for the
letter. We were in close in McLean. I mean, on a
Saturday evening, it couldn’t be more than fifteen
minutes, possibly twenty minutes, from the White
House. I’d say at least an hour went by, and finally
a bedraggled young man rapped on the door. "I have a
letter from the White House." Sometimes when people
ask me, "what was your first thought upon being
dismissed?" I can’t resist saying it was "At least
they should have sent somebody in a jacket and
necktie." But that was the letter. That was it.
Gormley:

While I’m thinking of it, one of the accounts, I
guess Jim Doyle’s, talks about the fact that your
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daughter Phyllis, who was a second year law student,
had called at some time during the final week and
said that she would be very disappointed if you
agreed to this compromise and that that had an effect
on you. Do you remember that as being...?
Cox:

Well, you’re at a point now where it’s hard to
know whether I remember the events or remember
reading about them. I

Lewis wrote

a column to much the same effect. I don’t see any
reason to doubt what either of them says.
Gormley:

Did you know Robert Bork at that time?

COX:

Hardly. I knew him as a Yale professor by
reputation. I had had friends who were former
students describe his teaching of Constitutional Law
in which he drove the liberal Yale law students up the
wall by arguing that everything that happened after
January i, 1937, was outrageous. Now, you know,
there’s always the point which the more subtle of the
students appreciate as well as I do: One never knows
with a professor like that how far he’s doing it just
to provoke the students and how far he’s really
expressing his views. I guess we know now that it
wouldn’t be surprising if Bork had seriously flirted
with that idea earlier. I say "flirted with it"
because his views changed from time to time. He had
been in one of those sessions in the attorney
general’s office when I was being called and asked,
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Wasn’t I going outside my charter? And I had been
struck by the difference in the sort of vehemence -maybe that’s not the right word but something like
that -- with which Bork spoke. I can think of Elliot
as saying things that he conceived to be the duty of
one in his role to say. It struck me that Bork was
saying them out of a deep conviction. I was also
mindful, of course, of the "Bickel theory" that the
Special Prosecutor was in the executive branch and
that if the president...I may misstate it but the nub
of the theory was that if the president disobeyed or
said he would not comply with something that the
Special Prosecutor did, that that in effect
countermanded the Special Prosecutor’s request,
rendered it a nullity, and there was no violation of
anything. I was aware that that view might well have
a considerable hold at Yale. After all, Charlie
Wright had taught at Yale, [it was] Alex Bickel’s view,
[and] there may even have been others at Yale who
expressed it at that time. But I think those things
were pretty much the extent of my knowledge. I knew
Bork had been a first-rate antitrust lawyer in Chicago.

Gormley:

Now, did you have contact with people who were
down in your office as the so-called Saturday Night
Massacre was unfolding?

Cox:

You mean, did I talk on the phone with anyone that
Saturday night?
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